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1. Why do I have to commit anyway?

2. Which classes require committing to?

3. How does it work though?

4. Which deadlines must I pay attention to?

5. What happens if I fail an exam (multiple times)?
Most of our classes can be attended without registration.

During the term, you can decide to commit to the exam itself (before the exam...)

Commiting the class in LSF means: “Yes, I want to participate in the exam and let the attempt count - successful or not.“

They who participate in the exam but did not commit - shan’t get any ECTS.
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Classes relevant to examination regulations: Commitment required

- Obligatory classes
- Classes you wish to have recognized in a Compulsory Elective Module (Wahlpflichtmodul)
- Classes at the Department of Computer Science or of our Masters Specialization Studies and Research Module
- In summary: All classes you want to get ECTS for
Exceptions

- Classes for the module “Übergreifende Kompetenzen“
- Classes in the Examination Module: B.A. and M.A.
  Thesis and Oral Examination; **BUT: the colloquium has to be committed**
- Classes and Exams not listed in the examination regulations
  - Introduction to the use of computational linguistic resources (Einführung in die Nutzung computerlinguistischer Ressourcen)
  - Programming Exam (Programmierrüfung)
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http://lsf.uni-heidelberg.de
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https://bfs.uni-heidelberg.de/qlibserver/rs?state=change&type=1&moduleParameter=studyPOSMenu&nextdir=change%3C%2F

LSF: Lehre, Studium und Forschung  Informationssystem der Universität Heidelberg

Meine Funktionen  Veranstaltungen  Einrichtungen  Räume und Gebäude  Personen

Startseite  Abmelden  Frau Madeline Christian Remike: Sie sind angemeldet als gemail in der Risiko Studierende

Aktuelles Semester: Sommer 2014  Überblick
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Prüfungs- und Abmeldung
Info über angemeldete Prüfungen
Notenspiegel
Tick the box
Choose the program, then the exam in that structure.
Expand examination regulations and choose

- Allgemeine Verwaltung
- Studiumsverwaltung
- Prüfungsverwaltung
- Veranstaltungsverwaltung
- Mein Stundenplan
- Auswertungen
- Abmelden
- Menü ausblenden

Angestrebter Abschluss: Bachelor 100%, Computerlinguistik, PO-Version: 2010

- 8999 Gesamtkonto Studienfachnote
- 8888 Kernfachnote
- 1000 Grundmodule Computerlinguistik
- 1100 Computerlinguistische Basismodule
  - 1110, Einführung in die Computerlinguistik, MODUL
  - 1111 Einführung in die Computerlinguistik (Status: ??)
- 1120, Formale Grundlagen der Computerlinguistik: Mathematische und Logische Grundlagen, MODUL
- 1130, Statistische Methoden für die Computerlinguistik, MODUL
- 1200 Informatische Basismodule
- 1300 Linguistische Basismodule
- 2000 Computerlinguistische Aufbaumodule
- 3000 Informatische Aufbaumodule
- 4000, Vertiefungsmodule Computerlinguistik, MODUL
- 5000 Prüfungsmodul Computerlinguistik
- 10000 Übergreifende Kompetenzen
- 9999 Ergänzungsfachnote
- 70000 Zusatzleistungen
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- Allgemeine Verwaltung
- Studiurnsverwaltung
- Prüfungsverwaltung
- Veranstaltungsverwaltung
- Mein Stundenplan
- Auswertungen
- Abmelden
- Menü ausblenden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prüfungsnummer</th>
<th>Prüfungstext</th>
<th>Prüfer/-in</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Anmeldedatum</th>
<th>Prüfungsdatum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

09-160-10-26 Designing Experiments for Machine Learning Tasks - CS-CL, BS-CL, BS-AC
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Rundown of Examination Phase

- Round about at the beginning of the last third of the term you will get a notification by email to lastname@cl... asking you to Mail informations about Extra Classes (Computer Science classes and “Additional“ classes) to Webmaster@cl.

- Two weeks later you will be notified that commitments are online.

- Classes that were not mailed to webmaster in the first phase will not appear in LSF
With few exceptions, there’s a single deadline for all classes.

Until this day commitments can be made and taken back online as you like; at midnight of the deadline the current setting is locked in.
Troubleshooting

- If you want to have one your classes recognized in a nonstandard Module for some strange reason, contact our administration ahead of time.

- If a class you want to commit to does not appear online during the commitment phase, please contact the administration

- If you missed the deadline...
  ... it is too late for troubleshooting.

- More info at http://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/studies/faq/
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Second and third attempts

■ Per exam you have 2 free attempts, one per term (in effect one per year)

■ Should you fail an exam, you are required to take a second shot at it at the next possible date

■ Should you fail your second attempt, you can make an application at the gemeinsames Prüfungsamt Neuphilologische Fakultät for a third exam (Drittprüfung) twice

■ In the orientation exam there is no chance for a third attempt
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Thank you for your attention!